OM SAKTHI

INVITATION FOR NAVARATHRI (AGANDAM) FESTIVAL
THIS YEAR NAVARATHRI FESTIVAL with AGANDAM LAMP LITTING IN SINGAPORE WILL
TAKE PLACE UNDER THE DIVINE GRACE OF
AMMA ARULTHIRU BANGARU ADIGALAR
AS FOLLOWS

PROGRAMME:
DATE : 21-10-07, SUNDAY
PLACE : SINGAPORE KHALSA ASSOCIATION
2 TESSENSOHN ROAD LEVEL 4
(NEAR FERRER PART MRT)
AGANDAM LAMP LITTING : 11.30 AM
POURING TRINITY OIL IN AGANDAM LAMP : 12.00 NOON

The Benefit of Pouring Trinity Oil in Agandam Lamp
1. SPIRITUAL ADVANCEMENT
2. PEACE OF MIND
3. FOR MARRIAGE AND CHILD BIRTH
4. POURING TRINITY OIL IN LAMP AND LITTING IN OUR HOUSE
   WILL BRING HAPPINESS IN THE FAMILY
5. BY APPLYING TRINITY OIL CAN CURE LEG PAIN, JOINT PAIN etc.,

WE WISH YOU ALL TO GET ADHIPARASAKTHI SPIRITUAL
GURU ARUL THIRU ADIGALAR’S
BLESSINGS TO BE BESTOWED ON YOU ON THIS SPECIAL OCCATION

FOR FURTHER DETAILS:
SAKTHI OMS GANDHI - 90601725 SAKTHI MURRALI - 91063017
SAKTHI GUNA - 94594347 SAKTHI VARATHARAJAN - 91999045
GURUVADI SARANAM OM SAKTHI THIRUVADI SARANAM